The Health Artifact and Image Management Solution (HAIMS) provides the Departments of Defense and Veterans Affairs health care providers global visibility and access to artifacts and images generated during the health care delivery process.

HAIMS provides an enterprise-wide data sharing and content management capabilities for all types of artifacts and images (A&I), including radiographs, clinical photographs, electrocardiographs, waveforms, audio files, video and documents. HAIMS also exposes and transmits an electronic version of the Service Treatment Record (STR) to the Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA).

HAIMS milBook is an online platform in the collection of milSuite applications for all HAIMS communities to engage in a process of knowledge sharing across the DoD domain.

The HAIMS milBook page is a centralized platform for HAIMS user communities to connect with developers and other HAIMS users in a collaborative Community of Practice (CoP). The HAIMS milBook page offers user communities with the latest HAIMS updates, exclusive Computer Based Trainings (CBTs), and an open discussion board to post ideas and feedback.

milBook is open to all DoD CAC holders with some restrictions. Visit www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/HAIMS for more information.
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**Key HAIMS Features**

- Radiological DICOM images for visibility and access to A&I
- Repository to store A&I (non-PACS sources)
- Global database for registered A&I metadata
- Access to radiographic images and study reports in DoD PACS
- Allows bulk scanning of documents
- Single sign on access through clinical workflow
- Accesses as a standalone system or in AHLTA
- Provides business intelligence and reporting capabilities (coming late FY18)

**Features in HAIMS milBook**

- HAIMS Idea Suggestion Box
- HAIMS General Discussion Board
- Document & File Collaboration
- Upcoming Events

**HAIMS Resources on milBook**

- HAIMS Reference Guides
- HAIMS Trainings and Tutorials
- HAIMS System Notifications and Announcements
- HAIMS Frequently Asked Questions
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Did you know?
On average, there are over 43,000 active HAIMS users per month

Did you know?
There are over 71 million artifacts and images available through HAIMS